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Abstract

The university’s role at the society’s point of view has changed over the last
decades. However, in brazilian universities’ case, although this new paradigm
is latent, not all of them seem to have settled for this model. This paper
discusses a new mission of an entrepreneurial university through a case study
of a university’s network that intend to set a technologic innovation platform
based on high efficiency incubators, which, once network-oriented, act as
generators of high technology enterprises and as strategic and institutional
dynamizing agents focused on supporting the development of clusters in their
regions. The paper will present the conception process, the agent’s
sensibilization and the multi-local triple helix’s articulations, inside and outside
the involved universities, in order to point out a pathway of reapplication of the
presented methodology.
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1. Introduction

To analyze the function of the university inside the concept of the triple helix in
the process of generation of innovation only for one of its sources, the
education, is not enough Dagnino (2004). To believe, of this form, that the
university’s mission is to form enterprising researchers and technician who in
the companies goes to produce innovation or research, assuming that the
university is simply the source of the concretion of the process innovator, is a
reductionism thought.

On other hand, as Etzkowitz (2002) points out, the traditional linear model
involving a strict production of academic knowledge, typically based upon
government funding and dissemination to industry through publication and
consultation could not realize the full innovation potential.

The purpose of the academic vocations, education and research, however,
are basic to fill the complex puzzle of the generation of the environment that
innovates. To these previously cited vocations, one third source must also be
added, the one of extension, which comes occupying an important space in
this innovation tripod (MEC, 2007).

If we transpose the concepts and works published on the characteristics of
the enterprising individual - that it places the enterprising personality as a 
systemic organization developed in the system of the social relations of which
it is part together with the possibility to participate as a dynamic and active
subject (Lasso, 2002) - for the conception of the enterprising university, would
have, beyond the below described attitudes of the enterprising university, to
be also a "participative university", that is, a university that acts in the society
in a dynamic and active way, modifying the environment where it is inserted.

The university engaged in this scene, being its proposal, starts to be an active
link of an innovation system, being able to assist so that new universities also
become enterprising.

This dynamic system - in which the university acts as an environmental
stimulation agent of the innovation formation through the joint
government/companies, and helps other universities to take the same
initiative - generates a sustainable and progressive ecosystem.

This is the proposal and the approach of the present work: to present a
structuralized action of an enterprising university - in this in case that the PUC
- Rio through the Gênesis Institute - in harmony with other four universities
(two federal ones, a state and a particular one), generating a governance
model of a net that learns and promotes organizational modifications in these
diverse universities, creating a propitious surrounding to the innovation and
generating economic and social development for its surroundings.
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2. Conceptual Framework

The university’s role at the society’s point of view has changed over the last
decades. A university model focused not only at lecturing, but also at research
activities, configured a first academic revolution (Etzkowitz, 1990) and has
been of great assistance to an industrial society’s knowledge structure.
However, the increasingly financial approach to economies and the strong
international competition, promoted by globalization, cause a new university
model, based upon social and economic development as strategies
(Terra,1998).

Despite the apparent consensus on a series of characteristics that can define
if a university is enterprising or not, it is certain that theoretically this subject
continues in frank expansion. Below we present a picture that has for
objective to follow to long of the time the some of these definitions.

Table 1: Principals definitions of Entrepreneurial Universities

Source: A literature review on entrepreneurial universities: an institutional approach, page 4.

Year Author Definition

1983 Etzkowitz “Universities that are considering new sources of
funds such as patents, research under by contracts
and entry into a partnership with a private enterprise”

Chrisman,
et al. 

The Entrepreneurial University involves “the creation
of new business ventures by university
professors, technicians, or students”

1995

Dill

“University technology transfer is defined as formal 
efforts to capitalize upon university research
by bringing research outcomes to fruition as
commercial ventures. Formal efforts are in turn
defined as organizational units with explicit
responsibility for promoting technology transfer”

1999 Subotzky

“The entrepreneurial university is characterized by 
closer university-business partnerships, by
greater faculty responsibility for accessing external
sources of funding, and by a managerial ethos
in institutional governance, leadership and planning”.

2002 Kirby
“As at the heart of any entrepreneurial culture,
Entrepreneurial Universities have the ability to 
innovate, recognize and create opportunities, work in 
teams, take risks and respond to challenges”

Etzkowitz

“Just as the university trains individual students and
sends them out into the world, the
Entrepreneurial University is a natural incubator,
providing support structures for teachers and
students to initiate new ventures: intellectual,
commercial and conjoint”

2003

Jacob,
et al. 

“An Entrepreneurial University is based upon both
commercialization (customs made further education
courses, consultancy services and extension
activities) and commoditization (patents, licensing or
student owned star-ups)”.
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The conception of an enterprising university used as base in this article is the
junction of the definitions above, Clark (1998), Kirby (2002) and Etzkowitz
(2003), meaning that it has:

“(…) the ability to innovate, recognize and create opportunities, work in
teams, take risks and respond to challenges, on its own, seeks to work
out a substantial shift in organizational character so as to arrive at a 
more promising posture for the future. In other words, is a natural
incubator that provides support structures for teachers and students to
initiate new ventures: intellectual, commercial and conjoint” (Cano,
2006).

Adding to that our real understanding that all the efforts directed to these
activities must promote, or stimulate, applications that intervene positively with
the social reality in which it is inserted.

For Guaranys (2006), besides forming human resources for the academy and
the companies in the market, she also forms entrepreneurs to create the
proper companies. Beyond the basic applied and technological research, it 
produces archetypes, processes or services to take care of the demand of
existing companies. It also considers such positioning basic to generate new
companies. It still prioritizes the technology transfer for existing companies in
order to promote technological qualification.

This university’s veer is a response to the global context which it inhabits.
Nowadays there’s a favorable environment to the development of new
practices involving Triple Helix agents and surrounding communities, reaching
an ever-growing respect and legitimacy in the politic and academic spheres.
However, the brazilian universities’ case point towards the fact that, although
this new paradigm is latent, not all of them seem to have settled for this model
(INEP, 2000).

The brazilian tradicional model is focused on lecturing, insufficient research
production and extension, providing the market uniquely with technical
qualification. According to 2003 Superior Education Census, 89,9% of the
major private university’s professors was admitted based upon the courses
they’d lecture and only 0,8% were full-time professors and researchers (INEP,
2003). Meanwhile, there’s the Solidary University model, which articulate
different agents through voluntary actions in order to generate a variety of
products: students’ practical experience, community access to the knowledge
which was generated by the university and, likewise, public and practical
validation of the University-produced knowledge.

However, this University Model defines that the knowledge produced is
available for use, instead of being created together with the local agents in a
synergic manner. Therefore, we appeal to the Entrepreneurial University, a
model committed to incorporate to the knowledge generation process the
demands originated by the interaction between the ones that produce,
research, buy and legislate. The Entrepreneurial University, while generating
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innovation and social benefits, takes different roles among the Triple Helix
agents, being, in fact, able to lead this movement.

3. Network’s Case

This paper introduces the case of an entrepreneurial brazilian university,
PUC-Rio (Rio de Janeiro Catholic Pontific University) (Guaranys, 2006), that
stimulates the entrepreneurial culture in it’s territory through the
entrepreneurial graduation, the junior enterprise, the service and product-
oriented technologies laboratories, the incubators and the enterprises’
network, including the local application of these mechanisms in order to
promote social and economic community development. To throttle these
initiatives, PUC-Rio has settled to articulate a multi-local agents’ network and
to transfer what has been learned by it’s practice. The formed network is
aimed at consolidating in other universities the lead-role attitude on the
development of their own environments; a well-known and successful 
experience, whenever adapted to the local reality, may grant, for instance,
economy of time, money and human-relation difficulties, while being
implemented in new local and reality, improving the initiative.

In this initiative – started by a public policy of the brazilian Science and
Technology Ministry (MCT), set in operation by the country’s Studies and
Research Financial Entity (FINEP) and National Counsel of Technological and
Scientific Development (CNPq) – other universities with distinct profiles took
part: two of them are federal (one located in the Rio de Janeiro state and the
other set in another state), one belongs to the Rio de Janeiro state and the
fourth is private. These universities work through forums in seven fronts:
governance articulation; incubator management and the services it offers;
probing of local cluster’s demands; probing of potential services and products
derived from the universities’ knowledge centers; university-market-
community interaction; entrepreneurial culture foster; and innovation
ecosystems.

The universities intend to set a technologic innovation platform based on high
efficiency incubators, which, once network-oriented, act as generators of high
technology enterprises and as strategic and institutional dynamizing agents
focused on supporting the development of clusters in their regions.

The formed group was baptized and legalized as Net of Support to the
Technologic Companies and Clusters - RAE TeC. However, to consolidate
this reunion of actors as an actual net, and to reach its objective to generate
successful companies and to act as inductive agent of innovation and
development in the regions where they are inserted keeping a synergic
exchange of information, there had been the involvement in this initiative of
similar universities that possess commitment to the research, objectives and
intend to stimulate in its environment an enterprising culture.

To be fit to the paper of protagonists in the local development, the universities
had had to also take in account the place of the people, of the community 
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actors’ sensitization in the territorial processes of change, development and
innovation.

This work states that one of the characteristics also important in the
enterprising university is the questioning of beliefs, of paradigms. This must
be worked together with the local actors when it is recognized that both the
personal and the group administration of conflicts and resistances and the
improvement of the interpersonal relationship, the argument, the persuasion
and the negotiation are the most important values amongst any process of
promoted change in exogenous and  endogenous ways.

Guiseppe Cocco explains that new forms of creative and productive
cooperation aiming at the innovation and the development can appear in a net
environment. As it Lévy asserts (apud Cocco, 2003, p.100), "the more you
increase creative the part of work (...) the more you need a complex social
environment, rich, able to promote random meetings and that demands a
direct contact between the individuals."

In this context, the organization in nets, as the proposal in this work, is really
showing to be one of the mechanisms which communities have organized to
coexist, to exchange - information, merchandises and impressions - and to
produce.

Exactly in a diverse environment of the universities, in the most economic and
enterprises areas, the beliefs in the performance ways have moved. In the
article "Territories, nets and Development", by Juarez de Paula, the author
places that during a long period it was a common belief that the people held
the key to the Development, that they had to be better prepared to manage its
own businesses and thus the development was generated. However, the
discussion now concludes, according to Drucker (apud BLACKSMITH;
KINGS; PEAR TREE, 1997, p.181), that the success of the enterprise does
not depend only on the entrepreneur capacity, but also  of the environment
that surrounds it. From there, this look was extended and the consideration of
the environment started to integrate the agenda; this environment had to be
favorable to give creativity, sustainability and competitiveness to the
entrepreneurs, its enterprises and, consequently, the territory in which they
were installed.

Based in this context, the prioritary RAE-TeC lines of action had been elected
in accordance to its environments and processes aiming at an always
significant increase of the success rates of the incubators and the companies.
It presumes that the growth of the incubated companies is powered by its
insertion in a local Cluster, diminishing its time of incubation and increasing its
rate of success due to its insertion in a productive chain.

Through the Net it is expected improvement of the rendering of services to the
incubated companies and also that the project acts as an encouragement for
a local ecosystem of innovation, where each incubator is on to a center of
knowledge, articulated with the local actors and developing actions and
mechanisms to promote economic and social development to the society.
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One of the used concepts is the one of Communicant Vases: by exchanging
experiences and successful results obtained by each of the net’s actors, it
allows that the learning process involved in the knowledge construction is 
balanced and, therefore, able to benefit everyone.

Acting in the induction of the innovation and development generation process,
while stimulating important obstacles, the objective of the RAE-TeC is not only
the transformation of demands in opportunities. Guided by the mission of
forming entrepreneurs and generating innovative enterprises, including also
concerns about regional impact, each participant university seeks to construct
a work environment that promotes the creation, networking and the constant
interaction between the institutions. Once settled by these guidelines, the
actions in each cluster had been planned according to the area of influence of
each University. The choice of each sector of a preexisting local configuration
influenced alliances and facilitated and/or made some steps difficult.

Involved
University

Cluster

PUC-Rio

It was in the State of Rio de Janeiro, more specifically in the capital that, in the
end of nineteenth century, the first sessions of cinema in Brazil had been carried
through. Since then, some cycles of production have been initiated, inserting the
Rio de Janeiro cinematographic production in the vanguard of the worldwide
experimental cinema and in the leadership of the Brazilian cinema. Of the 20 big
ticket offices of the Brazilian cinema, 19 headings are from Rio. In another way,
for tradition or vocation it is a cinematographic city par excellence in a state that
is an inexhaustible source of creativity.

To work a cluster of visualization, digital media and entertainment, previous
actions of PUC-Rio of construction of a propitious environment had been taken in
consideration to the innovation in this area: two incubators, technological and
cultural, with excellent results in the process of incubation and generation of
enterprises in this area; and a laboratory of special images and visual effects
(Vision Lab) with recognized products in computer science, telecommunications,
engineering, design and communication.

Beyond these actions led by PUC, the agglomeration of complementary
companies to this chain in the neighboring quarters, the presence of the Polo of
Cinema and Video (with more than 100 new and consolidated companies
installed in a concentrated physical space), the presence of the Central office of
Production of the fourth bigger open TV network in the world (Rede Globo) and
other two central offices of production of national broadcasters (Band and
Record) already attracted by this sectorial movement come to confirm the
vocation of the region and the already existing link of the University to the cluster
to be developed.

In 1999, when the fleets of Petrobrás and the Docenave had prioritized the
national shipyards, there had begun an intense restoration process of the port
activities in Brazil, accumulating cluster of naval construction and off-Shore.

As basic parts of these chains, about 45% of the ship parts manufacturers and
almost all the technical and regulating agencies and entities in the sector are
situated at Rio de Janeiro. The city is also distinguished by the presence of the
biggest state ship-owner, the Transpetro/Fronape and by the main financing
agency , the BNDES.
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UFF

Since the nineteenth century, Niterói is a traditional city related to the
construction sector and naval repair. Niterói is situated between the two bigger
basins of oil and natural gas of the Country: Bacia de Campos and Bacia dos
Santos, what makes the neighboring region of Niterói and cities strategic for the
national growth of the sector.

The Cluster of naval construction and off-Shore is strengthened by the fishing
fleet that acts in the coast of the State. It is composed by 2814 boats of small
transport (inferior to 20 tons), 2731 boats of fishes artisan and 411 industrial
boats, of which 240 is of medium and great transport, with arching above 20
tons.

UFES

The Espírito Santo state has been stage of great economic transformations in
the last decades. The main focus of its activities are the industries of mining,
siderurgy, paper and cellulose commanded by companies of big national
participation. The state is also home to the industry of ornamental rocks

Such industries, mainly of metallurgy and rocks, are strong generators of
residues. The industrial processes in these areas grow and with them came the
big lower in the mounting of physical infrastructure of the port, railroad and
systemic - this last one represented by services of support to the installed
activities

Of this form, it will be supported in the region logistic cluster of treatment and 
use of residues with the partnership from UFES, industries and governmental
actors.

UERJ

Brazil possesses a significant potential of work with energy of renewable
sources; It is esteemed that 36% of the energy generated in the country come
out of renewable sources. In 2002, Brazil put into the market of environment
technologies about USS 3 billion, approximately 0.5% of GNP – data provided by
the Department of Environment of the Chamber Brazil Germany. It is esteemed
that the growth of this sector can vary between 5% and 7% per year up to 2008.

Adding this external potential of the country, the UERJ possess actions that aim
at a cluster of renewable energy and environment where it is inserted.

The creation and installation of the Center of Research in Renewable Energy in 
parallel with the creation of new courses of masters degree in the College of
Engineering; courses of masters degree and doctorate degree in Biology;
masters degree and specialization in Sanitary and Environment Engineering
(with researches in sustainable management of the hydric resources - including
technologies of reuse, control of effluent liquids and atmospheric emissions,
filtering of final destination of solid residues, ambient health and work); and also
the masters degree in Chemistry (with area of concentration in Chemical
Processes and Environment and specialization in Chemistry) demonstrates the
existence of a critical mass of knowledge in the university in this area that, in a
partnership with other actors of triple helix, can be used for development of
technology and promotion of new enterprises.

UVA

The textile sector of Brazil is in a modernization stage and seeks the
competitiveness increase. It has innumerable public and private initiatives of
incentive, over all to the activity of design, considered strategic for the
development of the sector

The city of Rio de Janeiro has approximately 2,200 companies characterized in 
the economic activity of the textile and confection sectors. About 79% of the
companies have until 9 employees, what signals the probable lack of
technologies, design and fashion for the increment and competitive sustainability
of these companies.
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From a joint with a producing institution of knowledge in these areas, the idea is
to act in cluster of design and local fashion in the areas of São Cristóvão and
Tijuca.

4. Methodology: Governance

With the sprouting of the RAE-TeC the enterprising university acts as an
encouraging agent of the environmental formation of innovation through the
joint government/companies, and helps other universities to take the same
initiative. Therefore it is necessary to establish a governance model that
structuralizes the relations, the learning and the environment that will be stage
of this dynamic and innovative system

The Governance Forum (PUC-Rio and the other universities) is based on the
concepts of corporative governance, which are even today strictly related to
the anonymous societies, in the international definitions of the World Bank
and the European Union, and in the concepts of Metropolitan Governance
(FERNANDES, 1996), where the RAE-TeC plan of governance found shelter.

Initially it becomes necessary, to analyze the RAE-TeC according to the nets’
point of view, a time that when seriously used means a different way to think
about organizations, congregating different types of information and
generating new methodology and analytical techniques, besides searching
new explanations for the organizations, different of that conventionally
presented (NOHRIA, 1992).

The definition of Weisz and Roco deserves prominence, because it values the
existence of the common objectives net, even if these nets have diverse
goals: "a net can be defined as an organization of tenuous cohesion
consisting of different on groups between itself for bonds of diverse natures".
(Weisz & Roço). 

The definition of nets proposal for MIGUELETTO (1998:48) demonstrates to
be sufficiently complete:

"the net is a organizational arrangement formed by a group of actors, who
articulate themselves - or they are articulated by an authority - around the
purpose of carrying through complex objectives, and unattainable of isolated
form. The net is characterized by the condition of autonomy of the
organizations and by the relations of interdependence that are established
among itself. A space in which it produces a shared vision of the reality, if they
articulate different types of resources and where they lead action of
cooperated form. The power is broken up and the conflict is inexorable,
therefore it is needed a coordination guided to the strengthening of the bonds
reliable and to the impediment of the domination."
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According to Brito (2000), a certain confusion exists between the concepts of
"companies in net" and "nets of companies" that proceeds in the discussion of
nets previously presented. The first one is presented as intra-organizational
that they are structuralized as evaluative unfolding of the multi-divisional
company, from the advent of new technologies of information-
telecommunication. The concept of "nets of companies", that applies to the
RAE-TeC perfectly, mentions based Inter-organizational arrangements to it in
systematic cooperative bonds between formal independent institutions

In this direction the RAE-TeC presupposes for its existence:

- The maintenance of a degree of contractual and legal independence
between its integrants;
- The maintenance of significant non formal relations of dependence between
the participants;
- The common objectives and interests between the participants
- The collective identification;
- The connections between the institutions and the flows of information
between these connections; and
- The meeting of existing diverse capacities in the institutions (capital
intellectual) that they form.

Concerning each of the institutions that compose the RAE-TeC it is agreed
that:
- each organization that composes the net can be understood as a knot of the
connection ' net”;
- each integrant organization of the net has its proper interests and objectives;
- each knot withholds one definitive set of resources (financial, people,
equipment, laboratories, ' market '  and so on);
- The knots can have different functions inside a net and the knots can also
have different functions at definitive moments of the interaction in net; 
- each type of knot plays a specific role and has particular attributions;
- the more intense the relations between the components of the net become
the greater becomes the necessary effort to coordinate the activities.

Beyond the existing relations already known between the institutions that
formally compose the RAE-TeC, there are still the formal and non-formal
relations of division established within the organization partners of each one
of the institutions. There are also the formed knots  and the formal and non-
formal relations of division that the RAE-TeC, as a whole, establishes with its
existence.

Because of this great number of involved and to be involved institutions, and
of the recognized importance that these institutions partners possess in the
individual and collective development of the RAE-TeC components, the
necessity of a governance model appears to be fundamental. They will praise
and take care of any newly-established relation, as well as of the preexisting
ones.
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According to the Brazilian Institute of Governance Corporative (IBGC) "the
good Corporative Governance assures the parts the equity, the transparency,
the rendering of accounts (accountability) and the responsibility for the
results."

The corporative governance is a system for which the enterprises societies
are monitored by the stock market, having involved the relationships between
all the actors as: shareholders, advice, direction, judgeship, society as a
whole and partners. The corporative governance estimates a pre-defined
process of implementation and decision taking or not implementation of the
taken decisions.

The governance itself can be defined as the set of mechanisms of
administration of a social system and actions organized in order to guarantee
the security, the prosperity, the coherence, the order and the continuity of the
proper system (MILANI, 1999). So, the good governance corresponds to the
forms of administration of this system that better resolves the yearnings of the
majority of the institutions that integrate it, generating a healthful management
of the development.

The ' White Book'  on the European Governance lists and defines the principles
of the good governance as: opening, participation, responsibility,
effectiveness and coherence of the public politics, beyond proportionality and
third-part funding.

In its Governance document and Development, of 1992, the World Bank
(1992) defines the word “governance” as the way where the power is exerted
in the administration of the resources for the economic and social
development of a country, a region or a city. 

It is necessary to observe the perspective of the governance for the look of 
the public sector, for as much Fernandes (1996) observes that: 

"The good governance is essential for the accomplishment of a sustainable
and equitable development, being currently recognized that the development
efforts demand the support of new partnerships between the Government, the
community and the enterprise sector". 

Fernandes (1996) still detaches that the principles of the good metropolitan
governance are: the responsibility, the transparency, the efficiency in the use
and administration of technologic, natural and financial human resources and
the foresee ability, which relates to the right of the citizens to be informed
beforehand of the rules established by the government.

Since it’s a net that has interests that aggregate and joint to the three pillars of 
the Triple Helix, the adopted principles of the good governance in the RAE-
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TeC seek not only to conciliate the principles found in literature, but mainly the
different visions of the involved actors, so that the public and private sectors
and the society are contemplated, as well as the specific rules of each
involved university in the net. The principles adopted for the RAE-TeC are:

Participation - it means that the components participate in an egalitarian way
of the network activities, contemplating the possibility of direct participation or
indirect participation through legitimate institutions or representatives. Also, 
the participation implies the existence of liberty of speech and freedom of
association

State of law - the good governance establishes "a legal" structure and joust
that applies to all, ignoring financial situation and political influence. The good
governance must guarantee total protection of the rights of each part,
independent of it being part of a majority or a minority.

Transparency - the taken decisions and its supervision are made through
rules and known regulations and the decision process is clear and accepted
by all. All the information is freely available and of easy access to everyone to
whom it has some level of significance.

Responsibility - the institutions, and they act always observe “to serve” to the
members as a whole and not only people. It is important to emphasize that,
while the individualities are kept, the net-associated institutions need to
remember that they are identified collectively and that therefore they do not
have to act in ways to privilege its interests in detriment of the common
interest.

Orientation for consensus - the decisions are taken considering that the
different groups need to mediate its different interests. The objective of the
good governance in the search of consensus in the social relations must be
the attainment of an agreement that is the best way for the net as a whole.
Moreover, the decisions also must be taken while taking in account the the
ways through which they may be executed.

Equality and inclusion - the good governance must assure equality to all the
participants before the objectives of the net. The way considered for the
governance must search to promote the economic development of all the
participants and the net as a whole. The decisions must assure that all the
members of the net feel that they are part of it. They shouldn’t feel excluded of 
the net’s future objectives.

Effectiveness and efficiency - the good governance must guarantee that the
actions, activities and the processes of the net as a whole and the institutions
that are part of it must produce results that solve the necessities of the net
while making the best use of the resources at its disposal.

The existence of conflicts is natural when institutions with diverse
organizational cultures add in net and spontaneous during the life of the net
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urgent and immediate necessities in conflict with established decisions of long
stated period appear. Therefore, mechanisms of solution of problems as
planning, regulations and advisory norms, instances, agreements and
compensations are used in way that the problems are solved without damage
to the net. (FERNANDES, 1996)

PUC-Rio, which functions as an anchor institution of the RAE-TeC, intends to
transfer it’s knowledge as an enterprising university to the participant
institutions of the net, as well as to absorb the existing knowledge in the other
universities to keep its continuous process of learning.

The RAE-TeC, however, not only has as objective the knowledge exchange,
but also the cooperation of form to improve the results of each one of the
participant institutions. And that’s the point when the Governance presents its 
extreme importance; it functions as an operations base so that all the
produced knowledge and the planned actions reach the market and are not
forgotten or badly used to produce economic, scientific and social impacts in
its region.

In that sense, the RAE-TeC institution, concerned with the flow of information,
knowledge and communication between its affiliates, utilizes the methodology
of Forums, where the participants can organize the discussions through
groups of interest and specific subjects, to debate and deliberate on the
actions to be taken, both individually and collectively.

The institutions are responsible for assigning a person for each forum, in
accordance with the subjects to be discussed, in such a way that each forum
has five participants who make sure there is diverse knowledge with a
common background of interests. It is worth mentioning that the forums are
created and terminated in accordance with the necessity of the network.

In a first moment, the network has identified as priority subjects, after which
the forums were named, the following ones: Education in Entrepreneurship;
Articulation with Laboratories of the Universities; Funding and Capital Search;
Management of Enterprises; Social Enterprises; Governmental articulation;
Development of the Local Clusters; Technology transfer Agencies;
Governance and Institutional Coordination that act as the first council of the
RAE-TeC network, aiming to represent the main "shareholders" of the network
and, therefore, has the duty to issue strategic directions, to approve the plans
carried through the forums and, institutionally, to support the actions
recommended for the network, as to achieve its objectives.

The Forums gather periodically, according to the needs and availabilities of its
participants, and, besides the meetings, the participants have a virtual
environment (an “extranet”) for sharing of content and virtual discussions.

The Forum of Governance was created with the objective of being the great
centralizer and pilot of the lines of direction of the RAE-TeC, to structuralize
an internal governance and a solid relationship the “external” world, as well as
collaborating for the idea that the Entrepreneurial University is not one that
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only undertakes such tasks by itself, but mainly creates environments of
knowledge transference and mutual contribution, so that its model is 
replicated and used in favor of the society.

5. Proposal and Expected Results

As a result, the RAE-TeC intends to assist in the flow of information and
knowledge, and empower the political, marketing, social and economic forces
of each one of the involved institutions

The paper will present the conception process, the agents’ sensibilization and
the multi-local leadership’s articulation, inside and outside the participant
Universities, in order to point out a pathway of reapplication of the presented
methodology.

It will discuss the fundamental importance of raising the Entrepreneurial
University awareness so that it acts not only as an innovation and local
development leading agent, but also as responsible for the reapplication of it’s
knowledge and acting in other configurations than it’s own. These
configurations presuppose Universities formed with the same knowledge
generation characteristics – the ones that make them potential entrepreneurs;
if these institutions are mobilized to lead an articulation involving the main
agents capable of developing a cluster, and then they may produce effective
social and economic changes based upon local scenery innovation.

Economic impact - To prepare Clusters related to Institutions of Education
and Research, that may get public recognition and competitiveness from the
qualification of entrepreneurs and generation of innovative enterprises, and
also to contribute directly for the improvement of communities of low
economic development.

Scientific impact - The Creation of an efficient model to map and accompany
the scientific production of the institutions of the RAE-TeC, cooperation in
networking between Incubators in actions for the generation of enterprises
and the local development through the innovation.

Social Impact - Provide changes in the outlook of the population in the region
of the Clusters, from observing the new models of sustainable technological
development.
Rescue and foster the local culture. The technological and economic activities
must prioritize the original vocations of that locality.

In short, we have determined that a university can exert its enterprising
activity to act in its region alongside with other universities, with the basic
requisites:

- It must have alignment of thought and compromise of the participant
universities of the network. 
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- The focus must be well defined. Although the universities have a great
potential of participation in their area, it is necessary that endogenous and
separate projects - with beginning, middle and end - are carried through.

- The university must be prepared to communicate and to keep interpersonal
relationships with the other players of the process.

- The specific and individual institutional interests must be somewhat
shadowed, privileging the work and results in synergy, so as to benefit every
member.

- The model of the network’s governance must be transparent, with free flow 
of information and construction of a shared base of knowledge.
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